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2013: automatic, even more automatic
In our previous newsletters, you could read about our previous developments on
automation. This year we will continue working on optimizing exciting work processes.
But we also will look into the possibility to automate repetitive movements.
In 2012 we presented our pallet quality control unit to the market. This year we set
ourselves the goal to remove broken parts from the pallets automatically.
If you want to keep yourself informed, make sure your read our newsletters.
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One supply line
One of our improvements regarding health and safety issues in the process of pallets
repair is the use of the PalletTipper. Up until now we used onePalletTipper for
each PalletSaw. Recently we developed a systems were 1 PalletTipper
is able to feed 2 or more PalletSaw.
Could this be the answer for your company? Call us on the possibilities.
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Prevent high maintenance costs
We understand that you want to sort and repair as much pallets as you can. There’s
just little time for maintenance on your machines. But you can avoid high maintenance
costs by replacing parts of the machines on time. Sometimes our costumers forget the
saw guides. In this picture you’ll see the result of it. The saw guides wear faster,
because it’s overloaded. A new saw guide complete will cost you € 281,-. If you replace
parts on time, like the square tempered plates, you avoid high maintenance costs.

.
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Used machinery
Besides our new machines for pallet
recycling, we also have a number of used
machinery for sale. Visit our website for an
updated overview. You will find, among
other:
- Pallet Stacker
- Wood-Mizer LT20
Click here for a current overview.
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Cekamon Saws in PAC
In the Febraury Issue of UK magazine Pallet and Case industry (PAC) you can find an
article about Cekamon Saws. The article shows that the reputation of Cekamon Saws in
the UK is still high. In the UK you will find many of Cekamons first machines. Many
costumers know that Cekamon Saws is not only making machines. Want to see the
whole article? Click here.

.
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NEW: Little PalletTipper Type T
Some costumers find our PalletTipper to big and to expensive. Therefore we developed
a smaller PalletTipper. This PalletTipper Type T provides pallets on table height. The
PalletTipper Type T is cheaper because the pallets are not automatically pushes
forward.

.
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Alpe d'HuZes
In 2013 Cekamon Saws support the action Alpe d’Huzes. In many ways we help
team COURAGE, in particular Margriet de With.
Cekamon Saws feels involved in this worthy cause. Participants climb the famous
Alpe d’Hues mountain to raise money for cancer research. Determination, health
care and asking the utmost from yourself are terms which we recognize ourselves.

.
Band saws
We deliver band saws for all kind of machines direct from stock. But to avoid any
surprises it’s better to order on time. We deliver band saws from 10 pieces. In many
cases we can deliver in as much as three days.
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